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All the Principals of affiliated Humanities Colleges are hereby informed that the
one day offline workshop of the concerned teachers in the subject of English, for
discussion and smooth implementation of syllabus in the subject of M.A. (English) - sem
llland lV (cBcS)will be conducted at the following college on the date mentioned below:-

Email- humanities@aau.mu.ac. in

Academic Authorities, Meetings
and Services Section,
Room No.- 130, Fort,
Mumbai - 400032

in the subject

college, so as

They are, therefore, kindry requested to rerieve the concerned teachers
of English who teach the M.A. (Engtish) - sem llt and tv (cBcs) at their
to enable them to attend the offline workshop.

Mumbai - 400 032
Date - 26th July, iOZZ.

To,

No T.A./D.A. will be paid to the concerned teachers who will attend the
workshop, the same may be bourne by the respective colleges.

\&-
(Dr. Vinod Patil)

l/c Registrar

Circular:-

M.A. (English) - Sem ilt and tV (CBCS)
Sr.

No.

Name of the College Workshop Date

and Time

Name of the

Co-ordinator
1. HSNC's Rishi Dayaram and

Seth Hassaram National
College and Seth Wassiamull
Assomull Science College,
Off Linking Road,
Bandra (West),
Mumbai - 400050

Sth August,2022

10.00 a.m. onwards

Ms. Zainab Razvi

Mob - 9833920984

All the Principals of affiliated Humanities colleges.
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